
 

 
 
 

Planning for the right homes in the right places 
Consultation response 
 
 
About PricedOut 
 
PricedOut is a campaign group focused on making homes affordable to aspiring first-time             
buyers. We believe there is an acute housing crisis in England, and sustaining a marked               
increase in housebuilding will begin to address the problem. 
 
Reforming the planning system 
 
We are pleased to see that the government has chosen to look into standardising the               
calculation of local housing need. This calculation is one of the most vital elements of the                
planning system that will have a major impact on our long-term ability to tackle housing               
shortages and bring down housing costs for future generations. 
 
However we note that government is not considering more radical reform which would make              
building the homes we need that much closer to reality. In almost no other market is the                 
production of every unit a political decision which requires the express permission of             
government to undertake. A far better system would see transparent national and local rules              
set on building safety, tenure mix, architectural style and other parameters, with a             
presumption that the landowner can develop on the land subject to those rules. 
 
Under this approach councils, and by democratic extension local people, could still            
determine what is built in their areas, including specific zoning for housing, industrial and              
commercial use. The difference would be that developers could get on and build within those               
rules, speeding up the process and providing more certainty in the land market. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Standardising housing needs calculations 
 
Our objection to the concept of planning permission notwithstanding, we are supportive of             
government’s intention to standardise housing needs calculations. While wholesale reform is           
not forthcoming, setting clear standards for how councils should calculate how many homes             
they should plan for can and will make a difference to overall supply. But the specific method                 
proposed in government’s consultation is flawed in a number of ways. 
 
Our critique of the proposed calculation is as follows: 
 

1. Not enough homes will be planned under the proposed methodology. The data            
table released with this consultation shows 266,000 homes per year would be            
planned under this methodology. This figure is lower than the number of homes             
currently being granted permission - statistics from Glenigan shows permission for           
293,127 new homes were granted in 2016. It is government policy to increase             
housing supply, but there is a significant risk that the proposed methodology could             
reduce the number of homes planned. 

2. Numerous organisations have called for a higher level of housebuilding than           
the 225,000 to 275,000 range quoted in the consultation. A target of 300,000 homes              
per year as been called for by PricedOut and the House of Lords Economic Affairs               1

Committee , while the Town and Country Planning Association shows that 312,000           2

homes per year will be needed to catch up with supply backlogs . 3

3. The proposed formula fails to make any adjustment for lapse rates. A planned             
home in a local plan document cannot be lived in - only completed dwellings can be                
considered additional supply. Not all homes that are planned get built. DCLG            
analysis has shown 30-40% gap between granted planning permissions and housing           
starts , and there are also lapses where land allocated in a local plan never receives               4

a planning application. While more needs to be done to reduce lapse rates, it is               
unreasonable to plan on an expectation that lapse rates will ever be brought down to               
0%, so an adjustment must be made to housing need calculations to plan for the               
inevitability that some homes planned will never be built. 

4. ONS household projections are the wrong starting point for the calculation. The            
Office for National Statistics data simply provides trend projections of household           
growth based on recent household formation patterns. Households form when          
houses are built, therefore the ONS projections are highly influenced by           
housebuilding levels from the recent past. This means that areas that build the fewest              

1  PricedOut Manifesto http://www.pricedout.org.uk/manifesto 

2  House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee, ‘Building More Homes’, July 2016 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201617/ldselect/ldeconaf/20/2002.htm 

3  Town and Country Planning Association, ‘How Many Homes?’, November 2015, table 7: 
https://www.tcpa.org.uk/how-many-homes 
 
4  DCLG Presentations to the HBF Planning Conference, September 2015 
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houses have the lowest projected household growth, so their housing need           
calculation will show they need to build less. A historic lack of housebuilding may              
indicate that an area should be planning to build more to catch up with unmet               
demand. 

5. Total adult population (or total dwellings) should be a factor in calculating            
extra homes requirement. High rents and house prices are caused by the total             
number of homes being insufficient for the area's population; the family formation            
projection hides the shortage. This mismatch should be reflected in the calculation,            
for example “For every 20% that average rent is above an affordable level we will add                
X homes per 1,000 adults.”  

6. We strongly welcome the clear inclusion of market affordability in the calculation            
of housing need. This is the correct principle on which houses should be planned, as               
it is the clearest sign of shortages in a local area. 83% of the housing stock is                 
privately owned and priced according to the market dynamics (either owner-occupied           
or private rented) . However, the proposed approach is not sensitive enough to            5

unaffordability. Housebuilding needs to be concentrated in the least affordable areas. 

7. Rents rather than house prices would be a preferable indicator of local housing             
costs. Rents are a more pure measure of housing supply and demand, as the market               
price is set by how much housing consumers are willing and able to pay relative to                
the availability of housing. On the other hand, house prices vary based on the              
availability of credit. An increase in interest rates is not a sign of a reduced housing                
shortage. We do not want to end up in the undesirable situation where interest rates               
are coupled to the number of homes that are planned for, especially as the process               
of preparing a local plan only happens infrequently and monetary policy can shift             
radically in the meantime. 

8. We disagree with any capping of the increase in housing need. We accept this              
would place dramatic increases in housing need on some local planning authorities,            
but these increases would occur in places where housing is most unaffordable and it              
is vital that this demand is not suppressed. We note there is no cap on downward                
changes to housing need, which creates a systematic downward pressure on the            
number of homes needed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recommendations for the methodology 

5  English Housing Survey 
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/english-housing-survey-2015-to-2016-headline-report 
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1. In step 1, instead of flawed household projections, use simple counts to determine             

the existing size of planning area. This could be stock counts of dwellings,             
households or population. This is used as a base figure for which the affordability              
ratio is applied to derive the local housing need. 

2. In step 2, revise the multiplier in the affordability adjustment factor to ensure that a               
total of 400,000 homes per year are planned, to accommodate the 300,000 homes             
per year needed plus an additional 100,000 to adjust for lapse rates. 

3. Abolish step 3 so that housing need is not underestimated. To help areas with              
particularly large housing need: 

a. the duty to cooperate should be enhanced to spread the responsibility so that             
planning for the numbers required is achievable; 

b. planning constraints should be eased in order to meet challenging housing           
targets, such as restrictions on density or urban expansion. 

 
 
For any clarification or further information please contact feedback@pricedout.org.uk 

 


